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Abstract

The use of strained crystals to time-compress chirped x-ray FEL pulses is proposed.   The

chirped beam diffracts from a crystal in which the strain varies with depth. Low-Z

crystals are favored to reduce absorption over the required path lengths and small Bragg

angles are favored to increase the diffraction efficiency of the strained crystal. The best

compression ratios found for a 230 fs, 0.5% chirped beam at a wavelength of 1.54 Å are

achieved with graphite and diamond crystals.  The calculations indicate for graphite that

the pulse may be compressed in time by a factor of up to 10 with an efficiency such that

this produces 6.8 times as many photons as a comparable time-slicing method.

Introduction

Synchrotrons have had an enormous impact of many areas of science and technology. X-

rays of very high brightness are now available from modern third-generation sources.

However there appears to be an insatiable demand for x-rays of even greater brightness,

or coherence, and work towards fourth generation, free electron laser (FEL) x-ray sources

[1] is now being actively pursued.

The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [2] is such a proposed fourth generation source

and will produce x-rays with a high transverse coherence in the wavelength range 1.5 to
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15 Å.   This device is proposed for construction at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

(SLAC). The photon output will consist of high brightness, transversely coherent pulses

with duration 230 fs and relative spectral bandwidth (∆λ λ/ ) of 0.05%.  At a wavelength

of 1.5 Å the peak power of the pulse will be 9 GW, or approximately 2 1012×  photons per

pulse.  The peak brightness of the source will be about ten orders of magnitude greater

than current third generation synchrotron sources [3].

A major area of application for this instrument will require high fluence x-ray pulses with

a pulse length somewhat shorter than the 230 fsec pulses currently envisaged. Indeed, the

proposed biological imaging experiments will need a pulse length of 20 fsec or less [4].

Shorter x-ray pulses may be generated by either compressing the pulse using techniques

analogous to those used for optical lasers, or selecting a small time section out of the x-

ray pulse (time-slicing).  It has been proposed to “chirp” the FEL electron pulse [5] to

imprint a time measure on the x-ray pulse and use this as the basis for the generation of

shorter x-ray pulses. As an example of a time-slicing approach, it would in principle be

possible to extract a short segment of the pulse with a monochromator of appropriate

bandwidth [6,7]. While it is possible to envisage simple time-slicing approaches, they are

inevitably only able to use a fraction of the total pulse energy (equal to the fractional

reduction in pulse length).  Pulse compression, on the other hand, attempts to preserve the

total pulse energy.  The short wavelength and lack of purely refracting materials means

that a simple adaptation of the ideas developed for optical lasers, based on dispersive

elements such as gratings [8,9], lead to impractical geometries and poor efficiencies that

do not offer a significant advantage over time slicing.  The aim of this paper is propose

and analyze a technique for compressing a chirped x-ray pulse by diffraction from a

strained crystal.

The Strained Crystal Compressor Concept

The basic concept of the strained crystal compressor is that the lattice spacing varies with

depth into the crystal and different wavelengths of the chirped beam reflect at different

depths according to Bragg diffraction (see Fig. 1).  The different wavelengths in the pulse

therefore experience different optical paths in such a manner as to compress the pulse.
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That is, the leading wavelength of the pulse, which diffracts more deeply in the crystal, is

delayed by an entire pulse length relative to the trailing wavelength, which diffracts near

the surface. The chirped beam and crystal should match in two respects: the strained

crystal bandwidth should match the chirp bandwidth, and the depth over which this strain

occurs should match the FEL pulse length.  The degree of pulse compression that can be

achieved depends on constraints set by both the characteristics of the FEL pulse and

crystal diffraction, as is discussed below.

Crystals can be strained by various methods, including MeV ion implantation [10],

heating [11], shocking a crystal with a high-power short-pulse laser [12], or bending.

Strained crystals can also be grown, such as SixGe1-x where x varies with depth [13].

Another example is epitaxially-grown Si crystals in which the concentration of a dopant

(boron) is varied during growth [14].

Fig. 1. Diffraction of a chirped beam by a crystal in which the strain varies with depth, z.

The wavelength λT  is diffracted at a depth zT and is delayed with respect to the

wavelength λ 0 , which diffracts at the surface.  The beam is sheared by sT.
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Elementary Analysis

We begin by noting that our analysis will use steady state diffraction theory to analyse

the diffraction of very short pulses of x-rays by a strained crystal. Shastri et al [15] has

analysed perfect crystal diffraction of the very short pulses produced by a free-electron

laser such as the LCLS. These authors found that the impulse response will extend the

pulse by between a few femtoseconds to some tens of femtoseconds, consistent with the

energy-time uncertainty relationship of the chosen reflection. The work presented here

does not take into account the effect of this  additional pulse stretching.

Consider a strained crystal in which the crystal lattice spacing a varies linearly with depth

such that

a a z= +0 1( )α , (1)

where z is the depth into the crystal, a0 is the lattice spacing at the surface, and α is the

strain gradient [α = ∂ ∂( / ) /∆a a z].  We assume that the chirped beam has a time

dependent wavelength described by

λ λ γ( ) ( ( ) / )′ = + − ′t T t Tc0 1 , (2)

where γ λ λc c= ∆ / 0 is the relative bandwidth of the chirp, λ 0  is the trailing wavelength

of the pulse, and T is the total length of the pulse. In order to fully compress the pulse,

light with wavelength ( )t ′λ  must be delayed by a time period such that it emerges from

the pulse compressor simultaneously with the arrival of the trailing edge of the pulse.

Thus the pulse at time t ′  must be delayed by the period t T t= − ′ . We therefore develop

our analysis in terms of this quantity.  The length of the pulse in vacuum is l c TT = ,

where c is the speed of light (for the LCLS T = 230 fs and lT = 70 µm).  The crystal is

oriented so that the Bragg condition is satisfied by the trailing wavelength at the surface

of the crystal, giving

λ θ0 02= d Bsin , (3)

where d a h0 0= /  is the lattice plane spacing at the surface for Miller indices h = (h k l)

and θ B  is the Bragg angle of diffraction.  The wavelength λ( )t  will satisfy the Bragg

condition at a depth
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z t
t

T
c( ) = γ

α
. (4)

In the regime of large strain gradients (as discussed below), to a good approximation

[16], the x-rays undergo a specular reflection at this depth.  We can use a geometric

construction (see Fig. 1) to compute that the extra path length traveled by these x-rays

and we obtain

δ θ γ
α

θ( ) ( )sin sint z t
t

TB
c

B= =2
2

. (5)

Clearly, to achieve best compression we wish that δ ( )T lT= , so from Eqn. (5) the

required strain gradient is given by

α γ θ= 2 c B Tlsin / . (6)

We see then from Eqns. (4) and (6) that the maximum depth of diffraction in the crystal

for full compression, what we term the compression depth, is given by

z z T
l

T c
T

B

≡ = =( ) /
sin

γ α
θ2

. (7)

In addition, the maximum strain is given by α zT  which, from Eqn. (7), is equal to the

chirp bandwidth γc for maximum compression.  The path length of the light traveled in

the crystal is ∆( ) ( ) / sint z t B= 2 θ , so the maximum path length in the crystal is given by

∆ ∆T T BT l≡ =( ) / sin2 θ . (8)

As the beam enters the crystal, different wavelengths will travel different distances into

the crystal and so will emerge from the crystal at different points along the crystal

surface. This will have the effect of introducing a lateral shear on the emerging beam.

Elementary geometry allows this shear to be calculated and we find that the lateral shear

(measured perpendicular to the direction of propagation) is given by

s t z t s s T lB T T B( ) ( )cos ; ( ) cot= ≡ =2 θ θ . (9)

For LCLS experiments located 400 m from the FEL undulator exit, the beam size will be

approximately 1 mm.  Therefore, even for Bragg angles as small as 15º, a maximum

shear of 260 µm will only reduce the area of the beam that undergoes full compression by

25%.  In principle the shear can be reduced by undergoing Bragg reflection from another
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strained crystal oriented near 90º to the first.  In practice this would probably reduce the

efficiency by more than the loss from the shear.

Limits on the compression factor

The degree of compression depends on the properties of both the FEL x-ray pulse and

diffraction in the crystal.  An FEL pulse train is composed of many longitudinally

mutually incoherent pulses, each of approximate length 0.25 fs RMS, depending on the

FEL parameter.  The bandwidth of such a sub-pulse is related simply to the number of

wavelengths in that pulse (which for the LCLS at λ = 1 5. Å gives γ λ λn = =∆ / .0 05%

[2]).  This is then the bandwidth envelope of the unchirped pulse train, and is referred to

as the homogeneous bandwidth.  Any sub-pulse of a chirped beam will also have this

same homogeneous bandwidth and so the maximum compression ratio of any pulse

compression scheme (or time-slice scheme) will be no larger than γ γc n/ .  In the LCLS

we require a chirp γc of at least 0.5% to achieve a 10:1 pulse compression.  It follows

from Eqn. (7) that the maximum strain in the crystal in this case must also be at least

0.5%.

Fig. 2. Probability that a fraction f or more of a pulse is accepted for a chirp bandwidth

γ c = 0 5%.  and crystal acceptance of γ s = 0 5%.  (solid line) and γ s = 0 75%.  (dashed line).
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The FEL pulse is also characterized by the inhomogeneous bandwidth, γi, which is

equivalent to the width of the distribution of pulse wavelengths.  This pulse-to-pulse

wavelength jitter is about 2% for the LCLS [2] and would be present as the jitter of the

mean wavelength of a chirped beam.  The effect of this is that pulses whose wavelength

range is outside the acceptance of the strained crystal will simply be rejected.  For a

strained crystal of bandwidth acceptance γs (equal to the maximum strain in the crystal) a

fraction f or more of a chirped pulse described by Eqn. (2) will be accepted if the trailing

(zero delayed) wavelength of the chirp satisfies

λ
γ

λ λ γ
γ

x

c

x s

cf f1 1

1

10+ −
< < +

+( )

( )
, (10)

where λ x  is the wavelength that satisfies Bragg diffraction at the surface of the crystal.  If

the trailing wavelength varies from pulse to pulse according to a normal distribution with

mean λ γ γx s c( / ) / ( / )1 2 1 2+ +  (ie. centered in the crystal acceptance band), standard

deviation σ λ γ= x i / 2, the probability of accepting at least a fraction f of the pulse is

found by integrating the normal density function over the limits given in Eqn. (10).  This

probability is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of f for a chirp bandwidth of γ c = 0 5%. , and

an inhomogeneous bandwidth of γ i = 2%, and two cases of crystal acceptance:

γ s = 0 5%.  and 0.75%.  It can be seen from the figure that when γ γc s= = 0 5%.  the

crystal will accept 75% of the total pulse energy with a probability of 0.10 (or one in 10

pulses).  This probability is increased by 0.1 by extending the crystal acceptance to

γ s = 0 75%. .



Factors relating to the compression advantage of some selected crystal reflections

reflection θ B ω h γ h
zext labs l

h c
( )γ l

T B
/ sin2 θ Rh R

(µrad) (× −10 6 ) (µm) (µm) (µm) (µm)

Si 111 14.22° 33.5 132.2 1.51 70.1 28.1 1160 2.77 0.88

Si 220 23.65° 24.9 56.9 2.14 70.1 151.0 435.0 5.14 0.71

Ge 111 13.64° 74.8 308.2 0.68 30.0 5.2 1259 1.26 0.92

Ge 220 22.65° 57.8 138.5 0.92 30.0 25.6 472.0 3.00 1.0

graphite 002 13.30° 48.3 204.3 1.04 1246 11.7 1323 12.8 6.8

graphite 004 27.40° 14.9 28.7 3.71 1246 594.0 330.5 19.5 1.5

diamond 111 22.01° 23.8 58.8 2.22 797.4 141.4 498.4 26.6 4.1

diamond 220 37.75° 15.0 19.3 4.14 797.4 1310 186.8 14.1 0.72

Be 002 25.46° 11.7 24.5 4.66 3443 818.7 378.8 18.9 1.2

Be 110 42.35° 7.5 8.2 8.85 3443 7246 154.2 7.20 0.16

LiF 002 22.49° 27.4 66.2 1.94 231.7 112.2 478.4 16.5 2.8

Table 1. Data for selected reflections from strained crystals at a wavelength of 1.54 Å, σ

polarization, and for FEL pulse parameters lT = 70 µm, γ n = 0 05%.  and γ c = 0 5%. .  Figures

in bold indicate where Eqns. (13) and (15) are satisfied.  Data was computed using the
8

In an analogous way that the sub-pulse (homogeneous) bandwidth γ n  limits the

maximum compression that can be achieved, so too may the Darwin width of the crystal.

In a perfect unstrained crystal this is equivalent to the bandwidth of x-rays accepted at a

particular Bragg reflection, and we can characterize this by the energy resolution [17]

2cot / sinh h B h Bγ ω θ χ θ= = , (11)

where ω h is the Darwin width, and χ h  is the susceptibility, for the Bragg reflection h.

Values of γ h  are shown in Table 1, and it is clear that γ γh n<  for the LCLS, which has

γ n = × −500 10 6.  That is, the degree of compression that can be achieved is not limited by

the Darwin width of the crystal but by the pulse structure of the FEL.

programs X0h and GID_sl [20].  The maximum compression R that is possible is γ γc n/ = 10.
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Efficiency of the compression

A parameter that is important in perfect crystal diffraction is the extinction depth, which

is the thickness of crystal needed to efficiently diffract a monochromatic beam as

compared to a thick crystal.  The extinction depth is given by

z B

h
ext = λ θ

π χ
sin

. (12)

The integrated reflecting power of a perfect nonabsorbing crystal of thickness t is given

by exttanh( / )t zπ  (see equation 3.167 in reference [17]), and so a crystal of thickness zext

diffracts with 76% efficiency.  As shown by Fukuhara [14], we can expect high

efficiency of diffraction in a strained crystal if the strain gradient is small enough so that

the relative range of lattice spacings experienced within an extinction length is less than

the energy resolution, γ h .  That is, the strain gradient should satisfy α γ< h z/ ext .  From

Eqn. (4), for a chirp bandwidth γ c , the depth in which the full range of this strain occurs

is γ αc / , which then must be at least z c hext γ γ/ .  Clearly, this lower limit of the depth of

the full strain must be no larger than  the compression depth zT.  From Eqns. (7), (11), and

(12), the condition, z zc h Text γ γ/ < , can also be written as

2 2 4

2

z lB

h

B

h

T

c

ext sin sinθ
γ

λ θ
π χ γ

= < . (13)

Equation (13) can additionally be written as l lh c T( )γ < . That is, the FEL pulse must be

longer than l zh c B c h( ) sin /γ θ γ γ= 2 ext , the smallest pulse length of chirp γ c  that can be

efficiently compressed by the crystal (ignoring the effects of absorption, which we

discuss below).  Compression of shorter pulses than lh c( )γ  would require too large a

strain gradient for efficient diffraction.  For a given Bragg reflection h the susceptibility

varies as λ2  and sinθ λB ∝ , so z hext / γ  is independent of wavelength and lh c( )γ  varies as

λ.  That is, shorter wavelengths will be compressed by a given crystal more efficiently.

This is seen in Fig. 3, where lh c( )γ  is plotted as a function of wavelength for γ c = 0 5%. .

For a given wavelength, the efficiency is a strong function of Bragg angle, and the

lowest-index reflections will be best.  For example, we see from Table 1 that for a 0.5%

chirp of the LCLS beam with a trailing wavelength of 1.54 Å, that the Si (111) reflection
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satisfies Eqn. (13), whereas Si (220) does not.  In addition, for a given wavelength away

from resonances, χ h  is roughly proportional to the atomic number, Z.  Therefore,

ignoring absorption, high-Z crystals will be more efficient.  Thus, for example, Ge (220)

does satisfy Eqn. (13).

In the theory of dynamical diffraction from strained crystals strain gradients that are

approximately as large as γ h z/ ext  are referred to as being in the large-strain regime [16].

In the ray-tracing approximation to this theory, it is seen that in the large-strain regime

rays propagate in a straight line before encountering the part of the crystal where Bragg

diffraction is satisfied.  Within the depth of material in which the strain ∆a a/  varies by

no more than γ h , the rays see a graded index of material and follow a hyperbolic path, to

emerge specularly reflected.  The assumptions used in this paper to derive the path

lengths are a good approximation to this ray-tracing model.

Several of the crystals (notably graphite) considered in Table 1 will be mosaic, not

perfect as assumed in this analysis.  The bandwidth of a mosaic crystal is usually many

times larger than the Darwin bandwidth and may be, as in the case of graphite, as large as

the homogeneous bandwidth of the FEL sub-pulse (and so may limit the maximum

compression that can be achieved).  If the mosaic spread is small enough (for example,

several arcsec as for diamond [18]) this may actually improve the performance of the

strained crystal since the undiffracted portion of a wave that fails to satisfy Eqn. (13) may

continue to propagate and be diffracted from a crystal mosaic of different strain but

which is oriented appropriately.
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Fig.3. Plots showing the wavelength dependence of the quantities of the strain condition

and absorption condition, Eqns. (13) and (15) for Silicon (a) and graphite (b).  The heavy

solid line is the absorption length, labs, and the light solid lines are the path lengths

lT B/ sin2 θ  for the labeled reflections. The heavy dashed line denotes the pulse length, lT

= 70 µm, and the light dashed lines are the minimum pulse lengths, lh c( )γ , that satisfiy

Eqn. (13) for the labeled reflections, σ polarization, and for γ c = 0 5%. .  Efficient

compression  requires the path length to be less than the absorption length and for the

actual pulse length to exceed the minimum compressible pulse length. Pictorially, this

implies that the light lines to be below their respective heavy lines.
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Absorption in the crystal will limit the maximum depth at which diffraction can occur.

The absorption length can be written as

labs = λ
πβ4

, (14)

where β  is the imaginary part of the refractive index.  The absorption length depends on

the photoabsorption cross section, and depends quite strongly and inversely on

wavelength.  Away from resonances the absorption length varies roughly as 31/ λ  and

31/ Z  [19].  Thus short wavelengths and low-Z crystals will be least absorbing.  In

general we require that the maximum path length traveled in the crystal be less than the

absorption length, which from Eqn. (8) states that

l lT B/ sin2 θ < abs . (15)

As is seen in Table 1, the absorption condition is satisfied at a wavelength of 1.54 Å for

the low-Z crystals of graphite, diamond, and Be, whereas, in the other crystals listed,

absorption will substantially reduce the compression efficiency.  The absorption

condition of Eqn. (15) is plotted, in addition to the strain condition of Eqn. (13), in Fig. 3

for Si and graphite crystals.  It is seen from Fig. 3 (a) that absorption is the dominant term

that limits the performance of Si crystals.  Larger angle Bragg angles are favored, since

the path length decreases for larger values of θ B  and is indeed a minimum for normal

incidence.  However, we see from Fig. 3 that as the Bragg angle is decreased the

minimum pulse length of a given chirp that can be compressed increases rapidly.  Figure

3 (b) shows that for graphite (002) the absorption condition limits compression

efficiency, whereas for (004) the strain condition limits the efficiency.
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The efficiency of the pulse compressor can be estimated with a model in which we

assume the strain varies step-wise through the depth of the crystal and the wavelength of

the chirped pulse varies step-wise in time.  The layer thickness in the crystal is taken to

be the extinction length.  If, however, the strain varies from one layer to another by more

than the Darwin bandwidth γ h , then the layer thickness is reduced until the increment in

Fig. 4. Reflectance of strained crystals of graphite for the (a) (002), and (b) (004)

reflections, for a wavelength of 1.54 Å and a chirp bandwidth and maximum strain of

0.5%.  The strain gradient was set according to Eqn. (6) to give a maximum delay of

230 fs.
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strain is equal to γ h .  This would only be required for crystals that violate Eqn. (13).  The

reflectance, as a function of wavelength, of the layered crystal can be computed using the

web-based program GID_sl [20].  Examples of reflectance curves are plotted in Fig. 4 as

a function of ∆λ λ/  (and delay time t in the chirped pulse, assuming γ c = 0 5%. ) for σ

polarization.  In these examples the maximum strain in the crystal was set equal to the

chirp bandwidth, ie. γ γs c= .  The reflectance of strained graphite (002) for λ = 1 54. Å is

shown in Fig. 4 (a).  As is seen in Table 1, this reflection satisfies the strain condition

Eqn. (13) and the maximum path length is approximately equal to the absorption length.

The absorption causes the decrease in reflected intensity with ∆λ λ/ .  When the strain

condition is violated, as in graphite (004), the reflected intensity is decreased by a

constant factor across its entire bandwidth as is seen in Fig. 4 (b).  In this case, where the

depth over which diffraction can occur is less than the extinction depth, the beam will be

split [16] into a compressed reflected beam and an uncompressed transmitted beam.  In

the graphite (004) geometry, since the paths traveled in the crystal are shorter, there is

less reduction in reflectance with ∆λ λ/  due to absorption.

From the computed reflectance curve we can compute a compression advantage, R.  This

is defined as the integrated intensity of the reflectance divided by the integrated intensity

of a 100% efficient time-slice monochromator of relative bandwidth γ n .  The maximum

possible advantage is γ γc n/ = 10 for the LCLS parameters considered in this paper.  We

can also compute an intrinsic compression factor Rh , equal to the integrated intensity of

the strained crystal divided by the integrated intensity of the unstrained crystal.  We then

have /h n hR R γ γ≈ .  The computed values of these parameters are listed in Table 1.  The

compression advantage for graphite (002) at λ = 1 54. Å is R = 6.8, which drops to 1.5 for

the (004) reflection.  Since the absorption is not dominating for graphite (004), R could

be increased in this case by increasing γ s  and γ c .  In general we see that R for the higher-

Z crystals listed in Table 1 is limited by absorption, whereas the lower-Z crystals

(graphite, diamond, Be, and LiF) are limited by diffraction efficiency (due to a large

extinction length that violates Eqn. (13)).  Additional computations show that the

compression factor generally increases for decreasing wavelength, as would be expected
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from Fig. 3.  As wavelength is reduced the extinction depth and Darwin width remain

approximately constant.  However, the Bragg angle becomes more grazing which means

that a larger penetration depth is required for a given path difference [see Eqn. (7)].

Thus, the strain gradient can be reduced, reducing the effect of extinction.  The increased

absorption length at the shorter wavelength more than compensates the increased path

length.

The best compression advantage for the beam parameters of 1.54 Å wavelength and

230 fs pulse length is found for graphite.  However, graphite crystals are far from perfect,

as assumed in these calculations.  The best quality graphite is a mosaic crystal known as

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), for which the mosaic spread is typically 0.1–

3° [21].  At the low end of this range, the energy resolution of the (002) reflection for an

unstrained HOPG crystal, at 1.54 Å wavelength, is 7.3 × 10-3, or about 36 times the

energy resolution of the perfect crystal that is given in Table 1.  This is larger than the

complete 0.5% energy spread of the chirped beam, and so obviously straining the crystal

will have little effect on the time structure of the reflected beam.

Diamond crystals, on the other hand, are being manufactured that approach the quality of

a perfect single crystal [18].  Diamond has excellent thermal properties that make it an

ideal material for optical elements for x-ray FEL beams [3].  The compression advantage

for this crystal, listed in Table 1, is R = 4.1.  This value can be improved upon by a

number of methods, including using different x-ray FEL pulse parameters and in using an

asymmetric reflection from the crystal.  In the case of diamond the compression

advantage is limited by the extinction depth condition and not absorption, as is seen in

Table 1.  In this case the efficiency can be increased by reducing the strain gradient α.

From Eqn. (6), this can be achieved by either decreasing the chirp bandwidth or

increasing the pulse length.  Decreasing the chirp bandwidth would obviously be the

better choice to avoid greater path lengths in the crystal and hence greater absorption.

Both choices, however, increase the pulse length of the compressed pulse, given by

/ 2 sin /T n c n Bl γ γ γ θ α= .  Thus, for example, a pulse of duration 230 fs with a chirp

bandwith of 0.25%cγ =  and homogeneous bandwidth 0.05%nγ =  could be compressed
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to a pulse of duration 46 fs with a compression advantage (relative to a 0.05% time slice)

of R = 3.1 for diamond (111) at a wavelength of 1.54 Å.  This corresponds to reflecting

62% of the incident light as compared with 20% of the incident light for the ideal time

slicer.

Conclusions

This paper has presented a simple technique that shows promise of being an effective and

efficient method for the compression of x-ray free electron laser pulses to the length at

which they become interesting for biological imaging experiments. The method should be

simple to implement using technology that is largely available now. An interesting

remaining challenge is the development of the technology to measure the length of x-ray

pulses in the femtosecond time domain.
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Table Caption

Table 1. Data for selected reflections from strained crystals at a wavelength of 1.54 Å, σ

polarization, and for FEL pulse parameters lT = 70 µm, γ n = 0 05%.  and γ c = 0 5%. .

Figures in bold indicate where Eqns. (13) and (15) are satisfied.  Data was computed

using the programs X0h and GID_sl [19].  The maximum compression R that is possible

is γ γc n/ = 10.

Figure Captions

Figure 1. Diffraction of a chirped beam by a crystal in which the strain varies with depth,

z.  The wavelength λT  is diffracted at a depth zT and is delayed with respect to the

wavelength λ 0 , which diffracts at the surface.  The beam is sheared by sT.

Figure 2. Probability that a fraction f or more of a pulse is accepted for a chirp bandwidth

γ c = 0 5%.  and crystal acceptance of γ s = 0 5%.  (solid line) and γ s = 0 75%.  (dashed line).

Figure 3. Plots showing the wavelength dependence of the quantities of the strain

condition and absorption condition, Eqns. (13) and (15) for Silicon (a) and graphite (b).

The heavy solid line is the absorption length, labs, and the light solid lines are the path

lengths lT B/ sin2 θ  for the labeled reflections. The heavy dashed line denotes the pulse

length, lT = 70 µm, and the light dashed lines are the minimum pulse lengths, lh c( )γ , that

satisfiy Eqn. (13) for the labeled reflections, σ polarization, and for γ c = 0 5%. .  Efficient

compression  requires the path length to be less than the absorption length and for the

actual pulse length to exceed the minimum compressible pulse length. Pictorially, this

implies that the light lines to be below their respective heavy lines.

Figure 4. Reflectance of strained crystals of graphite for the (a) (002), and (b) (004)

reflections, for a wavelength of 1.54 Å and a chirp bandwidth and maximum strain of

0.5%.  The strain gradient was set according to Eqn. (6) to give a maximum delay of

230 fs.
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Factors relating to the compression advantage of some selected crystal reflections

reflection θ B ω h γ h
zext labs l

h c
( )γ l

T B
/ sin2 θ Rh R

(µrad) (× −10 6 ) (µm) (µm) (µm) (µm)

Si 111 14.22° 33.5 132.2 1.51 70.1 28.1 1160 2.77 0.88

Si 220 23.65° 24.9 56.9 2.14 70.1 151.0 435.0 5.14 0.71

Ge 111 13.64° 74.8 308.2 0.68 30.0 5.2 1259 1.26 0.92

Ge 220 22.65° 57.8 138.5 0.92 30.0 25.6 472.0 3.00 1.0

graphite 002 13.30° 48.3 204.3 1.04 1246 11.7 1323 12.8 6.8

graphite 004 27.40° 14.9 28.7 3.71 1246 594.0 330.5 19.5 1.5

diamond 111 22.01° 23.8 58.8 2.22 797.4 141.4 498.4 26.6 4.1

diamond 220 37.75° 15.0 19.3 4.14 797.4 1310 186.8 14.1 0.72

Be 002 25.46° 11.7 24.5 4.66 3443 818.7 378.8 18.9 1.2

Be 110 42.35° 7.5 8.2 8.85 3443 7246 154.2 7.20 0.16

LiF 002 22.49° 27.4 66.2 1.94 231.7 112.2 478.4 16.5 2.8

Table 1. Data for selected reflections from strained crystals at a wavelength of 1.54 Å, σ

polarization, and for FEL pulse parameters lT = 70 µm, γ n = 0 05%.  and γ c = 0 5%. .

Figures in bold indicate where Eqns. (13) and (15) are satisfied.  Data was computed

using the programs X0h and GID_sl [19].  The maximum compression R that is possible

is γ γc n/ = 10.
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